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We study how the energy landscape for particles with short-range interactions varies as one
increases the range of the interaction potential. We start with the local minima for 6 ≤ N ≤ 12
sticky hard spheres, which interact with a delta-function potential at their point of contact, and
use numerical continuation to evolve the clusters as the range of the potential increases, using both
the Lennard-Jones and Morse families of interaction potentials. As the range increases, clusters
(local minima) merge, until at long ranges only one or two clusters are left. We compare the
corresponding bifurcation diagrams for different potentials and find them to be insensitive to the
interaction strength or particular potential at short range; they are identical up to about 5% of
particle diameter and very similar up to 8%. The bifurcation diagrams vary significantly for ranges
of 30% or longer, with more variation generally with the Lennard-Jones family than the Morse
family of potentials. For most merge events, the range at which the merge occurs is possible to
predict from the geometry of the starting sticky hard sphere cluster; an exception to this rule occurs
with so-called nonharmonic clusters, which have a zero eigenvalue in their Hessian and undergo a
more global rearrangement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Metastable states of a system of interacting particles
determine much of the system’s behaviour, yet they can
be difficult to find and study computationally because
they can be very sensitive to the choice of interaction
potential between the particles [1–3]. For mesoscale par-
ticles like colloids, the interaction potential is not always
well known, because it can depend on a combination of
factors that occur on a much smaller scale than the par-
ticles, such as electrostatic interactions, van der Waals
interactions, the presence of impurities in solution, com-
plex surface interactions created by tethered polymers,
and other physical effects. Experimentally, the inter-
action potential is hard to measure because the parti-
cles typically interact over a distance much smaller than
their diameters [4]. To model attractions between such
particles one typically chooses an interaction potential
from a canonical family such as Morse, Lennard-Jones,
or square-well potentials, and chooses parameters to fit
aspects of experimental data. Yet, even for these families
of potentials it is not known how sensitive the metastable
states are to the choice of potential or parameters, nor
how the metastable states for different choices are related
to each other.
Conveniently, it has been shown that when particles
have short or even medium-ranged attractive interac-
tions, their phase behaviour is insensitive to the exact
shape of the interaction potential, depending mainly on
a single parameter characterizing the potential, the sec-
ond virial coefficient [5]. The same is true of the set
of metastable states, provided the range is short enough
[6–8]. This observation has motivated studying the en-
ergy landscape in the sticky limit when the range of the
potential goes to zero and the depth goes to infinity, so
the partition function approaches a delta-function at the
point of contact [9, 10]. In this limit, the metastable
states of a system of N identical spherical particles are
the set of sphere packings that have a locally maximal
number of contacts, i.e. they cannot be deformed with-
out breaking a contact. Finding these Sticky Hard Sphere
(SHS) clusters is a problem in geometry that has been
addressed using several techniques, both analytical and
numerical [11–14], and the resulting data has given in-
sight into a variety of physical properties of mesoscale
particles [6, 7, 15, 16]. However, real experimental col-
loidal systems do not always lie close enough to the sticky
limit for it to be quantitatively accurate, and discrepan-
cies from the predictions of the sticky limit have been
observed even for systems as small as N=8 particles [6].
We seek to understand how sensitive are metastable
states, and the energy landscape more generally, to the
choice of potential as it moves away from the sticky
limit. Starting with the sticky-sphere landscape, which
is thought to be the most rugged and to contain the most
local minima, we apply numerical continuation to follow
local minima as we slowly increase the range within a
family of potentials for systems of 6 ≤ N ≤ 12 spheres.
We keep track of bifurcation events, where local minima
split, merge, or disappear, obtaining a map from SHS
clusters to local minima of a finite-range potential. We
call this map a merging tree since it can be represented
as a graph with a tree structure. We show that the range
at which most bifurcation events occur can be predicted
from the geometry of the original SHS cluster. An excep-
tion are bifurcations involving nonharmonic SHS clusters
(those whose Hessian has a zero eigenvalue which does
not extend into a finite floppy mode), which undergo
a more global rearrangement whose location cannot be
predicted from the starting SHS cluster. Additionally,
we show that the merging trees for both the Morse and
Lennard-Jones potentials are nearly identical for short
ranges, up to about 5% of particle diameter, but vary
significantly for longer ranges, with more variation in the
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2Lennard-Jones family than the Morse family. This simi-
larity arises because the actual clusters being compared
are virtually identical for these ranges. Finally, we show
that our method of numerical continuation finds most
of the local minima for smooth potentials, and in par-
ticular all the known deep local minima. This suggests
that a similar technique could be used to find deep min-
ima of larger systems, since SHS clusters with a maximal
number of contacts can sometimes be found theoretically
[17, 18], but exploring short-range energy landscapes nu-
merically is a challenge because the potential develops
very high gradients.
Our study builds on others that have examined how
energy landscapes vary as the range of the pair poten-
tial is varied. Wales [19] argued that catastrophe theory
gives a quantitative relationship between local minima
and the nearest saddle points when close to a bifurca-
tion, and showed empirically this relationship holds rea-
sonably well even away from the bifurcation. Trombach
et al [20] performed a local optimization in a Lennard-
Jones(m,n) potential with varying m,n (varying range)
at fixed energy, using SHS clusters as an initial condition
for the optimization, and found most of the local minima
on the Lennard-Jones landscapes; they showed the ones
not found were from a small set of initial “seeds”. Trom-
bach et al [21] followed a similar approach to study the
“kissing problem,” which asks how to arrange 12 spheres
on the surface of a central sphere, in a family of Lennard-
Jones potentials. The latter two approaches are the clos-
est to ours; however these studies performed a one-step
optimization for each value of range, hence could only
compare the number of clusters found. In contrast, we
vary the range parameter slowly, using the previously-
found cluster as the next initial condition, so we can ad-
ditionally find and study bifurcations.
II. METHODS
We begin with the set of SHS clusters produced by
Holmes-Cerfon [14], which is thought to be nearly com-
plete, likely missing only high-energy, nonharmonic clus-
ters. We consider how each of these clusters evolves as we
slowly smooth out the pair potential into either a Morse
or Lennard-Jones potential, given respectively by
UM (r) = E
(
e−2ρ(r−d) − 2e−ρ(r−d)
)
, (1)
ULJ(r) =
E
m
(
m
(
d
r
)2m
− 2m
(
d
r
)m)
. (2)
Here r is the inter-particle distance, E > 0 is the well
depth, ρ and m are parameters governing the inverse
range of the potential, and d is the equilibrium bond
distance; we choose units so that d = 1. We are most in-
terested in varying the range parameters ρ,m; a natural
way to simultaneously choose the well depth E is to keep
the total partition function for a bond constant. This
constant, the sticky parameter, can be evaluated using
Laplace asymptotics to be κ =
√
2pie−βU(·)(d)/
√
βU ′′(·)(d)
[22]. Evaluating this expression for the Morse and
Lennard-Jones potentials gives
κM (ρ,E) =
√
pi
Eρ2
eE , κLJ(m,E) =
√
pi
Em2
eE . (3)
The parameters ρ,m both measure the inverse range, and
they appear in the formulas above in the same way, so
we will use these parameters interchangeably hereafter.
For each of UM , ULJ, and each of three different values
of the sticky parameter, κLOW = 23.39, κMED = 49.5,
and κHIGH = 100.36, we perform continuation on the set
of SHS clusters. We set the initial range parameters to be
ρ = m = 50. At each step of the continuation we decrease
the range parameter by 0.1, which slowly increases the
range, and solve for E using Newton’s method. We then
minimize the potential energy under the new parameter
values using the conjugate gradient algorithm, with the
clusters obtained at the previous step as an initial con-
dition. See Appendix VI A for details. These steps are
repeated until the range parameter becomes 1. We record
all clusters at integer values of the range parameter.
During the optimization step, it is possible to reach a
saddle point rather than a local minimum. This possibil-
ity is checked by computing the eigenvalues of a Hes-
sian matrix. If a negative eigenvalue is found, a re-
optimization procedure is performed in which the crit-
ical point is displaced in both directions along the cor-
responding eigenvector to obtain new starting points for
the conjugate gradient algorithm. The algorithm could
then produce two distinct local minima and we keep track
of any such splitting events.
After constructing these lists of clusters, we compare
each cluster pairwise to determine whether they are
unique up to translations, rotations, and permutations
(see Appendix VI B for details.) If two clusters are not
unique we say their “parent” clusters from the previ-
ous step have “merged.” For each family of potentials
and each choice of κ, we construct a bifurcation diagram
showing how clusters merge and split as a function of the
range parameter.
III. RESULTS
A. Completeness of the Set of Continued Clusters
First we ask whether this continuation procedure pro-
duces all the local minima for a given landscape. We
compare the set of Morse clusters obtained by continua-
tion for ρ = 30 and ρ = 6 to the local minima found by a
basin-hopping technique in [23]. The number of unique
local minima in each set is given in Table I. Our method
finds all local minima in the other dataset for N ≤ 8,
but for larger N it misses a few. Upon inspection, the
unmatched clusters are mostly high energy clusters: each
3N CN |SHS→M30| |M30| ∆30 |SHS→M6| |M6| ∆6
6 2 2 2 0 2 2 0
7 5 4 4 0 4 4 0
8 13 10 10 0 8 8 0
9 52 30 31 1 17 19 2
10 263 151 170 19 57 61 4
11 1659 866 1127 259 161 170 9
12∗ 11980 5684 8059 2375 489 506 17
TABLE I. Number of unique SHS clusters with N particles,
CN , as well as the number of Morse clusters found through the
continuation procedure, |SHS→Mρ|, and the total number
of Morse clusters, |Mρ|, for range parameters ρ = 6, 30. The
difference between the continued and complete sets, ∆, is also
reported. The continued clusters were generated using sticky
parameter κMED. The ∗ indicates that a heuristic algorithm
was used to determine uniqueness of clusters, described in the
Appendix.
unmatched cluster has energy greater than −(3N − 6)E,
with most nearly −(3N−7)E, whereas a typical matched
cluster has energy between −(3N−5)E and −(3N−6)E.
A smaller fraction of clusters are missing at longer range:
at ρ = 30 the method missed 11%, 23% for N = 10, 11
respectively, whereas for ρ = 6 the method missed 6.5%,
5.3% respectively. The continuation procedure did not
find any structures that were not present in the basin-
hopping data set.
Our results are comparable to those of Trombach et
al. [20], which computed Lennard-Jones clusters with
m=6, E=1 (κ=0.75) by performing a one step optimiza-
tion from a SHS cluster. For N=10, 11 their method
failed to find 2/64 (3.1%) and 5/170 (2.9%) for N=10, 11
respectively, slightly smaller numbers than ours. They
also found that most missing clusters were high energy.
This observation suggests that as the range increases, lo-
cal minima are created on the flat, higher energy parts
of the sticky-sphere landscape, from configurations cor-
responding to floppy clusters with one or more internal
degrees of freedom. We cannot detect such local min-
ima creation with our method. Because we obtain better
agreement at longer ranges, we hypothesize that these
high-energy local minima disappear at larger ranges.
Typically one is interested in low-energy minima, so we
feel confident using our dataset going forward to under-
stand bifurcations in the low-energy parts of the land-
scape.
B. Visualizing bifurcations in the energy landscape
Next we examine bifurcations in the energy landscape,
and compare bifurcation diagrams for different potentials
and parameters. There are two kinds of bifurcations we
can detect: merging events, when two or more local min-
ima optimize to the same cluster, and splitting events,
when one local minimum splits into two or more.
We find many merging events as the range parameter
decreases. We study the mechanisms of merge events in
FIG. 1. Merging tree for the Morse potential with N = 6
particles with clusters shown. Bars indicate an inter-particle
distance less than 1. The top row of the tree contains all
SHS clusters and the tree follows unique Morse structures
through the continuation process. When clusters merge, the
child cluster retains the minimum index of the parent clusters.
more detail in the next section. Interestingly, we find no
splitting events as the range parameter decreases. Split-
ting events are possible when a cluster hits a saddle point
in the optimization. This only happened when we tracked
nonharmonic clusters, the smallest of which occurs at
N = 9. These clusters hit a saddle point initially, and
then continued to hit saddle points every so often until
ρ / 30. However, every time we hit a saddle point and
searched both directions of the negative eigenvector, we
always found two local minima that were the same up to
a rigid rotation or a permutation of the particle labels.
This result was unexpected – our original hypothesis was
that nonharmonic clusters would lead to nontrivial split-
ting events – and we do not have an explanation for why
we see none.
Because we find only merging events, our data can be
represented as a graph with a tree structure. The top
row contains all SHS clusters, the “leaves,” and clusters
which merge are connected at a “branch,” with a node
representing the cluster they merge into. These merged
nodes are plotted at the vertical location corresponding
to the value of the range parameter at which they merge,
with range parameter decreasing downwards.
The merging tree for the Morse potential with N = 6
particles is shown in Figure 1. The two SHS clusters
merge at range parameter 4. The tree is the same for
all values of κ, for both the Morse and Lennard-Jones
potentials.
For N = 7 the merging trees vary with parameters.
The tree for the Morse potential is shown in Figure 2,
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FIG. 2. The merging tree for the Morse potential (κ =
κLOW, κMED, κHIGH) with N = 7 particles is shown with im-
ages of the clusters. Bars indicate an inter-particle distance
less than 1. The top row of the tree contains all SHS clusters
and the tree follows unique Morse structures through the con-
tinuation process. The left inset tree shows the merging be-
havior for the Lennard-Jones potential for κ = κLOW, κMED.
The right inset shows the merging tree for the Lennard-Jones
potential for κ = κHIGH.
and is also the same for all values of κ. However, the
Lennard-Jones trees, shown in the insets to Figure 2,
vary with the sticky parameter, and are all distinct from
the Morse tree. A similar result holds for N = 8, whose
trees are shown in Appendix VI D Figure 12: the Morse
trees are the same for all κ, while the LJ trees are all
distinct.
For N = 9 the Morse trees are now different for each κ
(Figure 3.) However, the upper portions of the trees are
exactly the same, until the non-harmonic cluster merges
at ρ = 17. A similar statement holds for N = 10, 11:
the trees are the same for ρ > 32 and ρ > 40, respec-
tively, though the differences for ρ > 30, correspond-
ing to a range of about 8% of particle diameter, in both
cases are minimal; a difference of between 1 to 10 nodes.
The same similarity is observed within the Lennard-Jones
trees, with the same range parameter cutoffs.
For larger N we compare trees using a form of par-
tition edit distance, which is an efficiently-computable
approximation to a graph edit distance. To motivate the
partition edit distance, notice for any tree, each SHS clus-
ter maps to a unique finite-range cluster at each value of
ρ,m. Therefore, if we represent the set of SHS clusters
using integers as SN = {1, 2, . . . , CN} where CN is the
number of SHS clusters with N spheres, then for each
value of ρ,m we can associated a partition of SN based
on grouping together SHS clusters that have merged into
the same cluster at that value of ρ,m. To compare parti-
tions for two different trees at the same value of ρ,m, we
consider all pairs of integers in each set of each partition
FIG. 3. Merging trees for the Morse potential with N = 9
particles and with κLOW = 23.39 (top), κMED = 49.5 (mid-
dle), and κHIGH = 100.36 (bottom). The top row of the trees
contain all SHS clusters and the trees follow unique Morse
structures through the continuation process. The ordering of
the top row is consistent throughout trees. The non-harmonic
cluster and its path is shown in red.
and check if they are also in the same set in the other par-
tition. If not, the partition edit distance is incremented
by 1. This value is then normalized by CN .
In Figure 4, we show the partition edit distance for the
merging trees as a function of ρ−1 for 8 ≤ N ≤ 11, as well
as the edit distance between two random partitions cho-
sen to have the same number of partitions as the Morse
medium tree (see Appendix, Section VI C for further de-
tails.) The plots show that merging trees for the same
pair potential but different well depths are much more
similar than random trees, suggesting that the merging
behavior of clusters is relatively insensitive to changes in
the well depth. Changing the form of the potential in-
creases the edit distance by more than changing the well
depth, but mainly at long ranges. It is notable that all
comparisons are very small until relatively large values of
the range; the value of ρ at which the edit distance be-
tween Morse and Lennard-Jones graphs with correspond-
ing κ becomes at least 10% of the random edit distance
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FIG. 4. Edit distances between merging trees plotted as a
function of 1/ρ for each choice of κ and the pair potential
for 8 ≤ N ≤ 11. Blue curves compare Morse to Morse, green
compares Lennard-Jones to Lennard-Jones, and red compares
Morse to Lennard-Jones. The line style determines which κ
values are being compared: solid for low-medium, dashed for
medium-high, and dotted for low-high. The black curve rep-
resents the edit distance between a realization of two random
graphs which have the same number of partitions as the Morse
medium graph.
Morse Lennard-Jones Comparison
N L-M M-H L-H L-M M-H L-H L M H
6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0 1.4 1.4 0.4 1.8 1.8
8 0 0 0 3.4 2.2 2.2 4.8 3.5 3.5
9 5.2 6 3.6 6.3 4.8 5.9 12 14 12
10 89 88 59 103 99 129 171 198 179
11 190 198 134 237 230 246 583 546 561
TABLE II. Total partition edit distances computed on the
merging trees for the low, medium, and high values of κ, for
the Morse potential and Lennard-Jones potential. The right-
most columns contain the edit distance between the Morse
and Lennard-Jones trees for each value of κ.
is ρ = (4, 6, 6, 6) for N=8−11 respectively. This suggests
that the choice of potential and parameters have a neg-
ligible effect on the nature of the metastable states at
short and medium ranges, but affect the long range en-
ergy landscape, for ranges greater than 30% of particle
diameter, more significantly.
Table II shows the total edit distance, equal to the par-
tition edit distance summed over all values of ρ. The total
edit distances for the Morse-Morse comparisons are uni-
formly smaller than for the LJ-LJ comparisons. This dif-
ference may arise because merge events for the Lennard-
Jones potential are spread over more distinct values of
the range parameter, leading to more possible places in
which they can differ.
The fact that merging trees are similar does not nec-
essarily imply that the underlying clusters they describe
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FIG. 5. Scatter plot of the RMSDs between clusters that
came from the same initial SHS cluster, but corresponding to
either Morse or Lennard-Jones potentials with sticky param-
eter κMED, as a function of the range. We also plot average
RMSD with one standard deviation error bars as a function
of inverse range to show the largest variance occurs at longer
ranges. The clusters that deviate from 0 for approximately
17 ≤ ρ ≤ 30 are the non-harmonic clusters.
are similar. We computed the root mean square devi-
ation (RMSD; see Appendix VI B for details) between
clusters that came from the same starting SHS cluster,
at the same values of ρ but with different sticky param-
eter or potential. Figure 5 shows that at N = 9, for
ρ ' 8, clusters obtained with Morse or LJ potentials at
sticky parameter κMED are virtually identical, with the
exception being the non-harmonic cluster, which differs
for the two potentials between about 17 ≤ ρ ≤ 30. For
smaller values of ρ (longer ranges), most of the clusters
are distinct.
C. The mechanisms underlying merge events
FIG. 6. Plot of rmin, the minimum interparticle distance
greater than 1, as a function of ρ for N = 8, clusters 9 (left)
and 13 (right). Note the smoothness of the plot for cluster
9 and the jump near ρ = 38 for cluster 13. The SHS clus-
ters are also plotted in such a way to minimize the root mean
square difference between them. The main difference between
the clusters is the distance between particles 3 and 4. These
clusters merge at ρ = 38, and the resulting Morse cluster is
nearly identical to SHS cluster 9.
We analyze merge events in detail to understand the
mechanisms by which they occur. In many merge events,
the resulting cluster is structurally similar to one of the
parent clusters. As ρ decreases, this parent follows a
smooth path in configuration space, while the other par-
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FIG. 7. The value of rmin right before a cluster merges at
range parameter ρ via the re-arrangement mechanism for both
the Morse and Lennard-Jones potentials. Measured values
were taken for 6 ≤ N ≤ 10 and were independent of N . Only
merge events in which the parents were SHS clusters were
used.
FIG. 8. Plot of the minimum eigenvalue of the Hessian of the
Morse potential as a function of ρ for the N = 9 non-harmonic
cluster. Plots of the SHS cluster taken from [8] are shown as
well: left plot shows particles with unit diameter, right plot
has arrows on the sphere centers showing the zero mode of
the Hessian.
ents have a sharp jump where they undergo a large re-
arrangement.
As an example consider the two clusters for N = 8
shown in Figure 6 (clusters 9 and 13 in [14]). These
merge by ρ = 38, and the resulting Morse cluster is struc-
turally the same as SHS cluster 9. One measure of the
“smoothness” of the path is the minimum inter-particle
distance that is greater than 1, which we call rmin. Let
ri(ρ) be the rmin value for cluster i at range parameter
FIG. 9. Evolution of cluster 6 for N = 10, a non-harmonic
cluster, during the continuation process. The SHS cluster is
plotted on the left. Note the near planar set of particles sur-
rounding particle 10. The resulting Morse-35 structure is plot-
ted in the middle. We see the bonds between the outer ring
of particles have been broken. The corresponding Morse-17
structure is plotted on the right, slightly rotated to get a bet-
ter view. We see the planar particles have been pulled down
below particle 10 now. At this point, the cluster has merged
with another cluster that was not initially non-harmonic to
start. Bonds represent inter-particle distances less than 1.
ρ. This quantity is plotted for clusters 9 and 13 in Fig-
ure 6. As ρ decreases, r9(ρ) transitions smoothly near
ρ = 38 whereas r13(ρ) decreases rapidly. After this de-
crease, cluster 13 has undergone a large re-arrangement,
and both clusters are the same.
The behavior above is ubiquitous. We studied all
merge events that occurred at ρ = 38, the first major
value for merging corresponding to a range of about 5%
of particle diameter, for 7 ≤ N ≤ 10. At every merge
event, one of the parent clusters smoothly transitions
through ρ = 38 and all of the others undergo a large re-
arrangement. Interestingly, the cluster that transitions
smoothly is always the one that has the largest minimum
eigenvalue (in magnitude) in the Hessian at ρ = 50, and
it is also the SHS cluster that has the smallest value of
rmin at ρ = 50, about 1.0515. This value is the same
in every parent that merges and smoothly transitions
through ρ = 38: among each group of parents, there
is one SHS cluster (say number s) with rs(50) ≈ 1.0515
that smoothly transitions, whereas every other parent
(indexed by j) has rj(50) ≈ 1.0887 and undergoes large
re-arrangement. We follow the clusters until ρ = 39 and
see the smoothly transitioning cluster has rs(39) ≈ 1.03
and the re-arranging clusters have rj(39) ≈ 1.07. Con-
tinuing until ρ = 38, we find rj(38) has jumped to 1.03 to
match the smooth cluster, at which point all clusters are
the same up to rotations and translations. We note that
each group of parent SHS clusters are very similar; we
compute the RMSD between the smoothly transitioning
cluster and re-arranging clusters at ρ = 50 and find they
are all on the order of 10−2 and within approximately 3%
of each other; significantly smaller than a typical RMSD
of 0.2 − 0.3 between randomly-chosen SHS clusters that
do not merge at large ρ.
The observations above suggest that most merge events
occur when SHS clusters with similar structure have a
particle distance that comes within the range of the po-
tential. To further test this hypothesis, we consider ev-
7ery SHS cluster that merges at ρ = 6 for N = 9 and
N = 10. The smoothly transitioning parent always
has rs(50) ≈ 1.2892 whereas all the other parents have
rj(50) ≈ 1.4142 and undergo a large re-arrangement. Re-
peating this for other values of ρ, we record the value of
rmin right before a jump for a parent that re-arranges for
merge events at various values of ρ. The data is shown in
Figure 7 for both the Morse and Lennard-Jones poten-
tials; the best fit using nonlinear least squares to a func-
tion of the form axb + c was rmin(ρ) = 2.3ρ
−1.05 + 1.01.
Since the width of the attractive well of the potential
scales with ρ as 1 + c/ρ, where c is a constant, this is
strong support for the hypothesis that a cluster’s first
rearrangement occurs when the smallest non-contacting
pair comes within the range of the pair potential. This
trend does not hold for the smoothly-transitioning par-
ents, whose rmin values would falsely predict a large ρ for
rearrangement.
An exception to this general behavior occurred for
the nonharmonic clusters, which are predicted to rear-
range at much longer ranges than observed. Every non-
harmonic SHS cluster for 9 ≤ N ≤ 11 has rNH(50) ≈
1.4142, so the formula above would predict they merge
via re-arrangement at ρ = 6. However, most undergo
a large rearrangement at ρ ≈ 15 − 20, well before the
minimum gap is within the range of the potential. This
suggests the rearrangement mechanism occurs because of
a more global energy balance.
To understand why we examine the rearrangement
mechanism in more detail. A first observation is that
nonharmonic clusters reach saddle points during the min-
imization for larger values of ρ and a re-optimization pro-
cedure is performed. The result of the re-optimization
is a structure that is structurally very similar to the
starting non-harmonic cluster, with a non-zero but very
small minimum eigenvalue. The cluster stays close to
this configuration until ρ ≈ 15 − 20, when it rearranges
and merges with harmonic clusters. An example of this
behavior is shown in in Figure 8, which plots the min-
imum eigenvalue in the Hessian of the energy for the
N = 9 non-harmonic cluster. As ρ decreases, the min-
imum eigenvalue slowly increases from 0 until a jump
occurs near ρ = 17, at which point the cluster merges
with a harmonic cluster. Similar behavior is exhibited
for all N = 9 and N = 10 non-harmonic clusters. Out
of the 35 non-harmonic clusters for N = 11, all but 4 of
them exhibit this behavior.
We examine the non-harmonic cluster 6 for N = 10
in detail. This cluster, as well as most others, has a
planar or near planar set of 6 particles that attach to
each other in a ring and to a seventh central particle.
This structure stays nearly the same until ρ ≈ 30 when
the bonds between the outer ring of particles break. This
outer ring then begins to be pulled downward until ρ ≈ 17
where the cluster rearranges and merges with another
cluster. Various stages of this process are shown in Figure
9. This general mechanism occurred for most of the non-
harmonic clusters.
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FIG. 10. Scatter plot of RMSD values between a cluster be-
fore and after a merge at a given value of ρ, for all merge
events for N ≤ 10. For each group of merging clusters, the
smallest RMSD is unfilled and the rest are filled in with blue.
Observe that each merge group has only one cluster with a
small RMSD, implying that all merge events occur by fold
bifurcations.
Our observations suggest that most bifurcations oc-
cur as a fold bifurcation, in which a local maximum and
local minimum annihilate leaving no extrema. The anni-
hilated local minimum then jumps abruptly in configura-
tion space upon optimization past the bifurcation. An-
other possibility is a a pitchfork bifurcation, in which two
local minima separated by a local maximum smoothly
coalesce into a single local minimum. To identify bifur-
cations, we consider every merge event for N ≤ 10 and
compute the RMSD between each cluster just before and
just after the merge. For each group of merging clusters,
we find there is exactly one cluster with a small RMSD,
and all the others have much larger RMSDs (Figure 10.)
This suggests that all merge events we found were fold
bifurcations, since a pitchfork bifurcation would have at
least two small RMSDs per merging group.
FIG. 11. SHS clusters 34 (left) and 58 (right) for N = 10.
Both of these clusters merge at ρ = 38, but they are not in
the same merge group.
Despite being able to often predict when a cluster will
merge based on its rmin, hence its geometry, we have
not found a way to predict which clusters will merge to-
gether. One idea was to compute rmin for each of a pair
of clusters and add bars for every particle distance less
than or equal to this value, then construct and compare
8adjacency matrices. If two clusters merge together, they
will have the same adjacency matrix through this proce-
dure, but the converse is not true. An example is shown
in Figure 11. By adding in the bar between particle 5
and 6 for N = 10 cluster 34, it has the same adjacency
matrix as cluster 58, but these two clusters are in distinct
merge groups at ρ = 38.
IV. CONCLUSION
We used numerical continuation to study the evolution
of sticky hard sphere clusters as the range of interaction
increases, for Morse and Lennard-Jones potentials. This
procedure finds most local minima of the smoother en-
ergy landscapes; the relatively few unmatched clusters
are higher-energy clusters. This suggests a method for
finding global minima, a challenging problem for short-
range potentials: to start with the lowest energy SHS
clusters, which may be found by geometrical methods,
and then apply this continuation procedure.
As the range of interaction increased, distinct clusters
merged together, so the total number of unique struc-
tures decreased. We represented the bifurcation diagram
graphically for each potential and each choice of parame-
ters as a tree. The structure of these trees was insensitive
to the choice of potential and parameters for short ranged
interactions, but varied more as the range increased. We
compared bifurcation diagrams using a graph edit dis-
tance, and found the Lennard-Jones potential produced
bifurcation diagrams that were more sensitive to param-
eters than those corresponding to the Morse potential.
We studied the mechanisms by which individual clus-
ters evolved and merged. Most merge events involved one
cluster that did not change structure while the others
underwent a rearrangement. The parent cluster whose
structure does not change was the one with the smallest
value of rmin, the minimum inter-particle distance greater
than 1 for its parent sticky hard-sphere cluster. All par-
ent that rearranged had the same rmin, which we found
equalled 2.3/ρ + 1, where ρ was the value of range pa-
rameter at which they merged. This implies that a major
mechanism for merge events is an inter-particle distance
coming within the range of the interaction potential. An
exception to this observation was the non-harmonic clus-
ters, which rearranged by a more global mechanism.
Our observations show that for short-ranged interac-
tions, up to about 8% of particle diameter, the exact
choice of pair potential and parameters have a negligible
effect on the number of accessible ground states and the
structure of local minima on the energy landscape; how-
ever, these states do differ from SHS clusters beyond a
range of about 5% (for the values of N considered.) For
longer range potentials, greater than about 30% of par-
ticle diameter, the particular choice can affect the struc-
ture of these states. An intriguing possibility, one that we
have not verified, is whether the choice of potential can
affect the kinetics of such systems, such as the transition
rates between metastable states.
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VI. APPENDIX
A. Optimization Algorithm
The conjugate gradient algorithm [25] was used to min-
imize the potential energy. For N particles, the poten-
tial energy is a function of 3N − 6 position variables.
There are six degrees of freedom corresponding to rigid
body translation and rotations, which are removed by
constraining particle 1 to the origin, particle 2 to the x-
axis, and particle 3 to the x − y plane. The conjugate
gradient algorithm terminates when the iteration count
exceeds 2000, or when the norm of the gradient of the
potential is less than 10−13E.
The conjugate gradient method is unstable from some
starting points and can blow up or take very large steps.
A check is performed for these possibilities after every op-
timization, and if either possibility occurs, we reset and
try one of a variety of methods. The methods are, in or-
der of application, gradient descent followed by conjugate
gradients, conjugate gradients with resets every 3N−6 it-
erations, swapping two random particle labels among the
last N − 3 particles and then applying conjugate gradi-
ents, or perturbing the starting point by a random vector
of norm 10−12 and applying conjugate gradients. If all
of these methods fail, the starting point is logged as the
minimum. This usually results in a point with potential
gradient norm 10−7E, instead of the usual tolerance of
10−13E. The fraction of optimizations that result in such
an error are (5.6, 3.5, 1.5, 0.74, 0.6) % for 6 ≤ N ≤ 10.
When a saddle point is reached (minimum eigenvalue
becomes negative), a re-optimization procedure is ap-
plied to reach a local minimum. This involves displac-
ing along the eigenvector corresponding to the negative
eigenvalue and re-applying conjugate gradients until a
minimum is found. In some cases, a saddle point with
more than one negative eigenvalue is reached; usually
only 2, but occasionally more. We found that the choice
of eigenvector to displace along did not affect the result of
re-optimization, so the eigenvector corresponding to the
eigenvalue of largest magnitude is chosen for consistency.
B. Testing Uniqueness
To determine when two clusters are the same, we begin
by checking that they have the same set of inter-particle
distances. If so, the Kabsch algorithm [26] is applied
to compute an optimal rotation of one cluster onto the
other, and the root mean square deviation is computed
as
RMSD =
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
D2i
)0.5
,
where Di is the Euclidean distance between particle i in
cluster one and cluster two. If this is less than a tolerance
of 10−6, we consider the clusters the same.
If not, we check possible permutations. To do so ef-
ficiently, we group particles into sets, Si, that have the
same inter-particle distance, as these particles must map
to each other. Next, we list all permutations of the set
Si, and denote it Pi. All of the permissible permuta-
tions are then given by the Cartesian product of the
Pi. This greatly reduces the number of permutations to
check when the cluster has low symmetry, but reduces to
checking all permutations for a highly symmetric cluster.
When N = 12, this method becomes computationally
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infeasible and we adopt a heuristic approach where we
compare the energies and list of sorted inter-particle dis-
tances up to a tolerance of 10−6.
C. Constructing Random Partitions
We construct random partitions to judge the magni-
tude of the edit distance defined on our trees. For every
value of ρ in which a merge occurs, we record the num-
ber of partitions at that value, and we can also record
the number of nodes in each partition. We can then con-
struct a random permutation of the integers from 1 to
NSHS, and either partition it in the same place as the
source graph, or partition it uniformly at random so it
has the same number of partitions. Both choices give
similar values of the edit distance, but we report results
with the latter approach.
D. N = 8 Merging Trees
Figure 12 show the merging trees for N = 8. As for
N = 7, the Morse tree is insensitive to the value of the
sticky parameter whereas the Lennard-Jones trees vary
for smaller ρ values. Nevertheless, the short range por-
tion of the tree, in this case just the group that merges
at ρ = 38, is the same for each tree. We also see that
for the Lennard-Jones potential, merge events are spread
throughout more values of ρ, as indicated by the extra
levels in the Lennard-Jones trees.
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FIG. 12. Merging trees for the Morse potential (bottom right) and Lennard Jones potential with low (top left), medium (top
right), and high (bottom left) κ values for N = 8 particles.
